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A mutation is a change in a DNA sequence
Mutations can result from DNA copying mistakes made during cell division, exposure to ionizing

radiation, exposure to chemicals called mutagens, or infection by viruses. Germ line mutations

occur in the eggs and sperm and can be passed on to offspring, while somatic mutations occur in

body cells and are not passed on.





































Points of control in mutation rate evolution
Sources of mutational input are processed through DNA repair pathways to yield mutational output. The

phenotypic effects of mutations with expressed products are subject to mutational buffering systems before

undergoing natural selection. Mutational buffering systems and selective forces have the potential to indirectly

affect sources of mutational input and output (dashed arrows). All of these forces ultimately contribute to standing

genetic variation in populations and rates of molecular evolution.





Consequences of nonsense SNPs and

SNPs in canonical splice sites.

The SNP is indicated by a red line in A and

D, and a SNP in either of the canonical

splice site positions is indicated by a red

line in B and C.

Types of variations present in a human

genome sequence.

The reference genome is shown at the

top of each subfigure, with the

individual's diploid genome shown

below it.

(A) A heterozygous insertion SNP and a

homozygous small deletion.

(B) Two phased SNPs.

(C) A homozygous deletion in the target

genome.

(D) A heterozygous novel insertion.

(E) A heterozygous inversion event.



Examples of point mutations and deletions causing divergent cis-regulatory

activity

a| A 1,007 bp enhancer located 5′ of the shavenbaby promoter contains 14 nucleotide differences that are

specific to Drosophila sechellia. A measure of sequence conservation for this enhancer is plotted, and vertical

arrows indicate the location of the 14 D. sechellia-specific alleles.

b| Multiple deletions in an enhancer for the desatF gene (also known as Fad2) (only part of which is shown)

have occurred in Drosophila melanogaster and create copies of the hexamer sequence AATTTG — three on

one strand and one on the other (indicated with horizontal arrows). The D. melanogaster gene sequence is

compared with those of Drosophila simulans and Drosophila erecta. Although no specific TF has yet been

shown to bind to these sites, mutating them shows that they are essential for enhancer activity.



Functional classes of mutations
Although most mutations in and around a gene

have no functional consequence (grey area), a

subset occur in coding or regulatory regions

(purple and blue areas, respectively). Only some

of these mutations have functional consequences

at a molecular level. Of these, the only

mutations that can be reliably and exhaustively

identified through sequence comparisons are

those that result in an amino-acid substitution.

Mutations that affect regulation of all kinds

(transcription, mRNA splicing and stability, and

posttranslational modifications) are generally

difficult to identify without functional tests. As a

result, the vast majority of evolutionary analyses

focus on non-synonymous substitutions, while

the evolutionary consequences of other

functional classes of mutations remain poorly

studied.





Common mechanisms leading to biases

in mutation
(A) CpG dinucleotides are the sites of cytosine methylation

and frequent mutation. 5-methyl-cytosine can be

deaminated to thymine (red). This mutation can either be

repaired by mismatch repair pathways or be replicated to

yield a cytosine to thymine mutation.

(B) Indels can occur by polymerase slippage during

replication if these events are not repaired by mismatch

repair, especially in regions of low complexity, such as

microsatellites. Replication slippage is shown (red) on the

newly synthesized strand leading to an insertion.

(C) Regions flanked by highly identical segmental

duplications (SDs; black boxes) are prone to nonallelic

homologous recombination (NAHR). Recombination

between homologous chromosomes (blue and magenta)

occurs in paralogous regions, leading to duplication of genes

ABC in one of the recombined chromosomes and deletion on

the other.

(D) Replicated homologous chromosomes are shown in

black and gray. Premature loss of cohesion between sister

chromatids can lead to separation of chromatids in meiosis

I (black), leading to cells with only one chromatid or three

chromatids. Trisomy results after meiosis II, when one

gamete ends up with an extra chromatid (red).



Comparison of the frequency and scale of different forms of genetic variation. There is an inverse relation between mutation

size and frequency. Although single nucleotide variants (SNVs) occur more frequently, each mutation affects only a single base pair.

By contrast, large mutations, such as copy number variants (CNVs) or chromosomal aneuploidy, are rare, yet affect thousands to

millions of base pairs. In addition, although these mutations are rare, they affect more base pairs per birth on average than do SNVs.

(A) Average number of mutations of each type of variant per birth.

(B) Average number of mutated bases contributed by each type of variant per birth.

Y-axis is log10 scaled in both (A) and (B). Abbreviation: MEI, mobile element insertion.



Multiple dimensions of the analysis of the

evolutionary history of regulatory variation









Vzorci genomske evolucije



Mechanisms of the origin of

new genes

Eukaryotic genome repertoires

are usually thought to evolve

from ancestral sequences that

are already present in the

genome (left), although

contributions by accessory

elements (right), such as

transposons, have been reported.

In prokaryotes, selfish elements

(right), and particularly

bacteriophages, are likely to

have played a much more

significant role. Abbreviation:

LGT, lateral gene transfer.



Mechanisms of new

gene origination





Mechanism of Gene Duplication
A two-exon gene is flanked by two Alu

elements and a neighbouring replication

termination site. Recombination

between the two Alu elements leads to a

tandem duplication event, as does a

replication error instigated by the

replication termination site.

Retrotransposition of the mRNA of the

gene leads to the random integration of

an intron-less paralogue at a distinct

genomic location.



Fates of Duplicate Genes

A new duplication in a gene (blue) with two

tissue-specific promoters (arrows) arises in a

population of single copy genes. Fixation

within the population results in a minority of

cases. After fixation, one gene is inactivated

(degradation) or assumes a new function

(neofunctionalization), or the expression

pattern of the original gene is partitioned

between the two duplicates as one promoter is

silenced in each duplicate in a complementary

manner (subfunctionalization).



Concerted Evolution

Different gene conversion

events homogenize minimally

diverged duplicate genes in

each daughter species (A and

B), with the result that while

paralogues are highly similar,

orthologues diverge over time.



The process of exon shuffling

In this example, a segment of one gene containing an exon and its flanking introns has been inserted into

another gene. A rare, abnormal crossing-over event called nonhomologous recombination may cause this to

happen. This results in proteins that have new combinations of domains and possibly new functions.



Evolutionary fate of single gene duplications (a–

c), and duplication of multigene families (d–e)

Single gene duplication most often results in a

nonfunctional duplicate gene copy (a,

nonfunctionalization). (b) In rare instances, the

functional duplicate gene copy and the ancestral

gene diverge in function; neofunctionalization

means that one of the two genes retains the

original function, while the other evolves a new,

often beneficial function. Subfunctionalization

implies that both the original and the duplicate

genes mutate and evolve to fulfill complementary

functions already present in the original gene.

Duplication via retrotransposition represents a

particular case of sub- or neofunctionalization.

Multigene families evolve in a coordinated

fashion, such that the DNA coding sequences and

function of the single members of a family remain

close to that of the ancestral gene (d–e). (d)

Concerted evolution: After multiple rounds of

duplication, gene conversion homogenizes the

DNA sequences of the individual members. (e)

Birth-and-death evolution invokes a process of

equilibrium between inactivating mutations and

ongoing duplication of functional gene copies.



Functional divergence of duplicated genes

(a) The cis-regulatory and the protein-

coding regions evolve independently after

duplication. Divergence increases with

evolutionary distance.

(b) Schematic representation of (b1) protein

sequence divergence after duplication

(green sequence diverges into blue or

orange); (b2) protein network divergence,

where the protein interaction domains of the

original green sequence evolve by

maintenance, gain, or loss of interacting

partners.

(c) Schematic representation of DNA

sequence regulatory divergence after

duplication (certain regulatory motifs are

lost in one copy of the duplicated gene

sequence).



Several new genes evolved novel biochemical

functions

a| The protein Jingwei (Jgw) encoded by African Drosophila spp. is

a dehydrogenase enzyme that has evolved altered substrate

specificity compared with the ancestral Alcohol dehydrogenase

(Adh). Compared with the parental enzyme, Jgw can use long-chain

primary alcohols more efficiently; in particular, Jgw has greater

activities than the ancestral Adh towards farnesol (which is involved

in juvenile hormone biosynthesis) and geraniol (which is involved

in recruitment pheromone biosynthesis).

b| The locations of the substitutions on the structure of the dimeric

Adh.

c,d| Three recent duplicates in the cytochrome P450 family in

Arabidopsis thaliana led to the assembly of a new pathway of

N1,N5-di(hydroxyferuloyl)-N10-sinapoyl spermidine biosynthesis

(the new duplicates CYP98A8 and CYP98A9 are shown in red)

(part c) and a pathway for arabidopyrone biosynthesis (the young

duplicated enzyme CYP84A4 is shown in red) (part d).

D. teissieri, Drosophila teissieri; D. yakuba, Drosophila yakuba.



New genes participate in developmental

processes in Drosophila

a,b | The experimental procedures (part a) assessed the

developmental importance of the new genes that have originated

during Drosophila spp. speciation (as mapped in the evolutionary tree

by comparing the genomes of different Drosophila spp. (part b)). The

values in the tree indicate the numbers of new genes in the Drosophila

melanogaster (D. mel) lineage at each evolutionary branchpoint; 566

genes were chosen for designing knockdown experiments from the

total of 727 new genes that have originated since branch 1 in the tree.

c,d | A summary of the main experimental results from the 195 new

genes tested for the effect on development following gene

knockdown. First, knockdown of approximately one-third of either

new genes or old genes resulted in lethality, indicating that the

proportion of essential new genes is similar to the proportion of

essential old genes in branch 0 of the evolutionary tree (part c).

Second, knockdown of older genes led to the termination of

development at earlier stages than knockdown of new genes,

indicating that old genes function earlier in development than new

genes, most of which have essential functions in the pupal stages (part

d).

D. ana, Drosophila ananassae; D. ere, Drosophila erecta; D. gri, Drosophila

grimshawi; D. mel, Drosophila melanogaster; D. moj, Drosophila mojavensis;

D. per, Drosophila persimilis; D. pse, pseudoobscura; D. sec, Drosophila

sechellia; D. sim, Drosophila simulans; D. wil, Drosophila willistoni; D. vir,

Drosophila virilise; D. yak, Drosophila yakuba.



The involvement of new genes in the

development of Drosophila spp., and in the

brains of Drosophila and humans.

a | The phylogeny shows the distributions of new Drosophila spp. genes involved in development

(above) and in the brain (below) in various evolutionary stages within the past 36 million years. The

numbers in the ovals show the divergence time (in millions of years) between Drosophila melanogaster

and various Drosophila spp. Red represents the number of new genes that were found to have

essential developmental functions, whereas blue shows the number of new genes that were non-

essential in development. Green represents the number of new genes that were expressed in the

brain, and yellow shows the number of the non-brain-expressed new genes in reverse transcription

PCR screening experiments. The left-most pie charts show the total numbers of new genes across all

analysed stages. For the developmental data, the origination events at 3–6 million years ago (MYA)

and 0–3 MYA are pooled. These data reveal that older genes are no more likely than newer genes

to have evolved essential developmental functions or brain expression, suggesting the rapid

evolution of phenotypic effects in new genes.

b | The phylogeny shows the numbers of new genes in the human genome that originated at various

stages during the divergence of human ancestors from the ancestors of other primates through

duplication (DNA based and RNA based) and de novo mechanisms. The numbers within the ovals

show divergence time (MYA). The numbers in the denominators are the total numbers of new genes

that originated in each evolutionary branch, as identified previously, and the red numerators are the

numbers of those new genes that are expressed in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), as detected based on

the available microarray expression data. The PFC is the anterior part of the frontal lobe of the

neocortex, which is implicated in cognitive functions in the developing human brain. These data

suggest that new genes have been frequently acquired into the PFC transcriptome.

c | The SLIT–ROBO RHO GTPase-activating protein 2C (SRGAP2C) gene is one of the 54 PFC-

expressed human-specific new genes (the end branch of the tree in part b). It was formed by DNA-

based duplication and has been subjected to extensive genetic and evolutionary analyses and functional

characterization. The gene structure shows that SRGAP2C (bottom) is a duplicate of the amino-

terminal part of the parental gene, SRGAP2 (top). The transgenic expression of SRGAP2C in cultured

mouse cortical neurons induces denser and longer spines, as shown in the dendrite images (scale bar

represents 2 μm), and the measured spine density and neck length, shown in the graphs on the right.

*** indicates a significance of P<0.001.

D. ananassae, Drosophila ananassae; D. pseudoobscura, Drosophila pseudoobscura; D. simulans,

Drosophila simulans; D. willistoni, Drosophila willistoni; D. yakuba, Drosophila yakuba.



The rapid and extensive evolution of gene

expression networks by integration of the

new gene Zeus in Drosophila

a | Zeus, a new gene derived from the retrotransposition of the parental

Caf40 gene, evolved under positive selection, as detected by the

McDonald–Kreitman test and by the Ka/Ks ratio (defined as the ratio of

the number of substitutions at non-synonymous sites to the number of

substitutions at synonymous sites). In contrast to the slow evolution of

Caf40 (blue), Zeus evolved rapidly in its protein sequences (red). The

ratios displayed throughout the tree are Ka/Ks ratios, except those in red,

which show the ratio of the number of non-synonymous sites to the

number of synonymous polymorphic sites of nucleotides in the alleles of

the natural population in Drosophila melanogaster and Drosophila

simulans.

b | The left panels show a comparison of the DNA-binding sites of Caf40

(blue) and Zeus (Red), as determined by chromatin immunoprecipitation

followed by microarray (ChIP–chip). Separate analyses revealed that

almost all of these sites have protein-coding genes downstream (not

shown). The right panels show the genes for which expression correlates

with the expression of Zeus, as determined by high-throughput RNA

sequencing (RNA-seq) following RNA interference (RNAi)-mediated

knockdown of Zeus, and the raw data is shown in the heatmap. The

extensive changes in DNA-binding sites revealed that the integration

of new genes reshaped the gene expression networks.

D. ananassae, Drosophila ananassae; D. yakuba, Drosophila yakuba; IP,

immunoprecipitation.



Two examples of the accelerated evolution

of new genes with new functions

a| The ribonuclease RNASE1B gene in the leaf-

eating colobine monkey Pygathrix nemaeus (the

douc langur). The green circles indicate nucleotide

substitutions in the coding regions of the genes. In

the RNASE1B lineage, 12 sites have been

substituted, most of which are REPLACEMENT

CHANGES; however, its sibling copy RNASE1 has

no sequence changes.

b| The sphinx RNA gene in Drosophila

melanogaster. Similar to the protein-coding gene

shown in part a, the RNA gene sphinx has also

undergone accelerated substitution since its

formation: there are 18 substitutions in sphinx

versus 2 substitutions in the parental gene ATP

synthase F.



Origin of new gene copies through

gene duplication

(A) DNA-based duplication. A common type of

segmental duplication—tandem duplication—is shown.

It may occur via unequal crossing-over that is mediated

by transposable elements (light green). There are

different fates of the resulting duplicate genes. For

example, one of the duplicates may acquire new

functions by evolving new expression patterns and/or

novel biochemical protein or RNA functions. (Gold and

blue boxes) Exons, (black connecting lines) exon

splicing, (red right-angled arrows) transcriptional start

sites (TSSs), (gray tubes) nonexonic chromatin.

(B) RNA-based duplication (termed retroposition or

retroduplication). New retroposed gene copies may

arise through the reverse transcription of messenger

RNAs (mRNAs) from parental source genes. Functional

retrogenes with new functional properties may evolve

from these copies after acquisition or evolution of

promoters in their 5′ flanking regions that may drive

their transcription. (Pink right-angled arrow) TSS,

(transparent pink box) additionally transcribed flanking

sequence at the insertion site.



Origin of new chimeric gene or

transcript structures

(A) DNA-based (genomic) gene fusion. Partial

duplication (and hence fission) of ancestral source

genes precedes juxtaposition of partial duplicates and

subsequent fusion (presumably mediated by the

evolution of novel splicing signals and/or

transcription termination/polyadenylation sites).

(B) Transcription-mediated gene fusion. Novel

transcript structures may arise from intergenic

splicing after evolution of novel splicing signals and

transcriptional readthrough from the upstream gene.

New chimeric mRNAs may sometimes be reversed

transcribed to yield new chimeric retrogenes. (Green,

blue, red large boxes) Exons, (red right-angled

arrows) transcriptional start sites (TSSs), (black

connecting lines) constitutive splicing, (dotted lines)

splicing of ancestral gene structures, (green lines)

intergenic splicing that results in new chimeric

transcripts.



Evolutionary fate of duplicate genes



The duplication–degeneration–complementation

model

The duplication–degeneration–complementation (DDC)

model relies on complementary degenerative changes in a pair

of duplicate genes, such that the duplicates together retain the

original functions of their single ancestor. The red, blue and

green boxes denote cis-regulatory elements, although

degenerative mutations in any functionally discrete,

independently mutable portion of a locus (a protein domain or

alternative splice site, for example) could participate in sub-

functionalization.



The DDI model for regulatory evolution or how simplicity

after duplication and degeneration turns into plasticity and

innovation

The scheme shows a pleiotropic gene (A) regulated by four

enhancers that drive expression in distinct temporal–spatial

territories. The gene is evolutionary constrained, as

modifications of the coding region or the complex regulatory

region may affect the functionality of the gene in multiple

territories. After gene duplication, changes in coding regions

(C), as suggested by Sosumo Ohno, would allow the

expression of a new protein in all the territories in which

the original gene was expressed. For high pleiotropic genes,

this will likely be negatively selected, as it will affect too many

processes.

(B) DDI: after the differential degeneration of regulatory

enhancers in the duplicated copies (subfunctionalization), the

resulting genes will had its pleiotropy reduced, and the

regulation of a particular copy will be simpler than originally.

This will turn into higher plasticity or evolvability of these

regions, thus facilitating the appearance of new regulatory

regions which will allow the recruitment of the gene and its

associated gene network in a new territory, paving the path to

morphological innovations.















Hox cluster evolution through gene duplication





Phases leading to the stable preservation of a duplicated gene






